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ABSTRACT 
 
Engineering Education aims at realizing students’ satisfaction and intrinsic motivation. 
However, students’ frustration is never fully banned. In this article, I argue that one of the 
reasons for the limited focus on frustration in Engineering Education is the limited focus on 
frustration in classical motivational theory itself. I focus on Self-Determination Theory and 
distinguish between the early work focussing on satisfaction and the recent work considering 
frustration as a distinct active threat. I will complement this theoretical approach with an 
empirical analysis of data from a large ethics of technology course in 2016 and 2020 at 
Eindhoven University of Technology. Two research questions are asked: “(RQ1) Do basic 
needs satisfactions and frustrations in the USE basic course confirm the asymmetrical pattern 
described in recent literature?”; and “(RQ2) Do basic needs frustrations add to the variance of 
motivation types?” I performed principal axis factoring with an oblique rotation to answer RQ1 
and stepwise regression analyses to answer RQ2. I conclude that basic need frustration can 
be measured as a clearly different concept compared to satisfaction and that splitting these 
two concepts is helpful for Engineering Education when studying motivation. I discuss two main 
avenues for Engineering Education: motivational theories should take need profiles and need 
trajectories into account in course design; and motivational research should inquire how 
individuals can learn to cope adaptively with need-frustrating experiences. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Engineering Education aims at realizing students’ satisfaction and intrinsic motivation to 
increase students’ engagement and deeper learning (Bombaerts et al., 2019; Doulougeri & 
Bombaerts, 2019). However, students’ frustration is never fully banned; often leading to 
frustration of course designers and teachers. In this article, I argue that one of the reasons for 
the limited focus on frustration in Engineering Education is the limited focus on frustration in 
classical motivational theory itself. 
 
I take Self-Determination Theory (SDT) (Ryan & Deci, 2000) as example as it is currently a 
prominent motivational theory in Engineering Education (Gunter Bombaerts & Spahn, 2019). 
SDT provides concrete pedagogical advice by increasing students’ three psychological basic 
need, “psychological nutrients that are essential for individuals’ adjustment, integrity, and 
growth” (Ryan, 1995; Vansteenkiste et al., 2020). Providing meaningful choices - not “whatever 
students want to choose” – increases students’ autonomy. A warm connection with peers and 
teachers will create relatedness. And a task that is challenging enough but not too difficult will 
increase students’ feeling of competence. SDT states that these basic needs influence different 
types of motivation. They increase autonomous motivation (motivation that is intrinsic or 
sufficiently internalised) and controlled motivation (motivation because of internal or external 
pressures) and decrease amotivation (no motivation, avoiding the task and caring about not 
doing it).  
 
The early focus of basic psychological needs theory (BPNT) was on the satisfaction of the 
three basic psychological needs (Ryan, 1995). Research from Bartholomew et al. (2011) and 
Vansteenkiste and Ryan (2013) shed light to what they call the “dark side of human functioning” 
and basic needs frustrations. They showed that both satisfaction and frustration of basic 
psychological needs have an asymmetrical relation, as the absence of the one does not 
automatically mean the presence of the other. As such, they are both active threats and distinct 
concepts (Vansteenkiste et al., 2020). This empirically means that they appear as different 
factors and are negatively correlated. Basic need frustration also adds to the prediction of more 
negative aspects as ill-being. It indicates frustration entails extra functional costs  like 
disengagement, distress (Bartholomew et al., 2011; Jang et al., 2016) and amotivation 
(Haerens et al., 2015). 
 
In this article, I sketch some elements of this theoretical debate and link it to Engineering 
Education. I will complement this with an empirical analysis of data from a large ethics of 
technology course in 2016 and 2020 at Eindhoven University of Technology. I conclude that 
basic need frustration can be measured as a clearly different concept compared to satisfaction 
and that splitting these two concepts is helpful for Engineering Education when studying 
motivation.  
 
CONTEXT 
 
I briefly sketch here the course in which data are collected. I stress that this article has not the 
ambition to conclude course redesign recommendations based on the theoretical and empirical 
research. It is merely used as a contextualisation of how students’ need frustration can be 
measured in Engineering Education. 
 
The context of this study is a basic course of ethics and history of technology. This basic course 
is a complex course, part of a set of four non-technical courses (Bekkers & Bombaerts, 2017) 
in the Bachelor’s study program focusing on “User, Society and Enterprise (USE)” aspect of 



technology. This ‘USE basic course’ is an eleven-week required course and takes place in the 
fourth quartile of the first year. In 2016 it consisted of a group of 1864 students at the start, 
from 15 different engineering training programs, offered in two languages (native Dutch and 
English) by two groups of teachers (the history and the ethics group). The students were 
divided in 8 groups of about 250 students for lectures on two different days of each course 
week, and in 32 groups of about 60 students for weekly tutorials. Students had one assignment 
in which they applied theories to an existing socio-technical problem. History and Ethics 
lectures were alternated to give input in a combined group assignment on Ethics and History 
of technology. The assignment weighed for 40% of the final grade, the theoretical final exam 
for an additional 50%. Finally, students could practice for the final exam with the help of 3 
online quizzes. The two best quizzes counted for the remaining 10% of the final grade. The 
2020 had several changes, but the overall large-scale complexity remained. 
 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
Based on the recent literature and this case, I come to the two following search questions: 
“(RQ1) Do basic needs satisfactions and frustrations in the USE basic course confirm the 
assymetrical pattern described in recent literature?”; and “(RQ2) Do basic needs frustrations 
add to the variance of motivation types?” 
 
ANALYSIS 
 
Procedure, Sample and Instruments 
Students received an invitation by email to fill out an electronic questionnaire, asking for 
informed consent and no compensation was given. Researchers only could work with the 
anonymized master file, in agreement with the national law and the data protection officer. 
The response rate was sufficient (Nulty, 2008) with 37.4% (631 out of 1702 students that 
handed in their end exam in the first exam period) in 2016 and 26.5% (439 out of 1654 students) 
in 2020. 
 
Student autonomous motivation and amotivation was measured in 2016 and 2020 and 
controlled motivation was only measured in 2016, using the ‘Self-regulation questionnaire–
Academics’ (SRQ-A) (SDT, 2014; Vansteenkiste et al., 2005). To measure basic needs in 2016, 
the Basic Psychological Need Satisfaction Scale – Work Domain (see BPNW “Basic 
Psychological Needs at Work,” n.d. for items) was used measuring the three basic need 
satisfaction factors with 3 positively and 3 negatively formulated items. Reference to the USE 
basic course was added to the items. In 2020 the Basic Psychological Need Satisfaction and 
Frustration Scale (see BPNSFS; Chen et al., 2015, 227 for items) was used. It measures three 
basic needs satisfaction factors and three basic need frustration factors with four items per 
factor. 
 
Factor Analysis 
The motivational items in 2016 have been analyzed with principal axis factoring with an oblique 
rotation based on eigenvalues. Most items loaded on factors as expected with two main 
exceptions. One item of the extrinsic factor (“I am motivated to study for the USE basic course 
because I’m supposed to do so.”) consistently did not load on any factor, therefore, this item 
was removed from further analyses. All items from autonomous motivation and amotivation 
loaded on their factor. The items from controlled motivation loaded on two factors, known in 
SDT as introjected and extrinsic regulation. The four-factor analysis accounted for between 
69% of the variance. For 2020, two factors autonomous motivation and amotivation also 

https://depts.washington.edu/fammed/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/SDT_needs_work.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/273895304_Basic_psychological_need_satisfaction_need_frustration_and_need_strength_across_four_cultures


appeared in a principal axis factoring with an oblique rotation with 65% variance explained. 
Cronbach Alpha reliabilities all ranged between .75 and .92. 
 
To answer the first research question RQ1, also for the basic needs items, principal axis 
factoring with an oblique rotation has been performed based on eigenvalues and set the 
expected number of factors based on theory on two factors (in which I expect to find a division 
between satisfaction and frustration items) and six factors (where I expect to find the three 
satisfaction and three frustration items). I use notations as “Aut+” as the factor containing the 
positively formulated items of autonomy satisfaction and “Rel-“ the negatively formulated items 
of relatedness satisfaction. For the 2016 data, our analysis based on eigenvalues showed (See 
Table 1 loadings) 4 factors explaining 45.3% of the variance, roughly Aut+/Comp+, Rel+/Rel-, 
Aut- en Com-. Here “Aut+” refers to the factor of autonomy satisfaction and “Rel-“ to 
relatedness frustration. The two-factor analysis very clearly shows the split of positively and 
negatively formulated items with 40.0% explained variance. All 18 items loaded less between 
-.155 and 0 on the other factor, except for Rel2- “There are not many fellow students or tutors 
in my course that I was close to.”, which loaded for -.249 on the other factor. The six factor 
gives Aut+/Rel+, Comp+, Aut-, Rel-, Comp- and 1 rest-factor collecting 2 competence items 
with 49.8% variance explained. 
 
Table 1: 2016 data pattern matrix, principal axis factoring with an oblique rotation based on 
eigenvalues and two and six factors, factor loading < .4 not presented. Aut+ and aut- refer to 
the BPNW scales with the positively and negatively formulated autonomy satisfaction items; 

same for Rel+, Rel-, Comp+ and Comp-. 

 
 Eigenvalues 2 factors 6 factors 

Factor→ 
↓Items 

1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Aut+1   .595  .622  .469      

Aut+2  -.418 .461  .690  .728      

Aut+3     .624  .751      

Rel+1   .414 -.653 .704  .588   -.418   

Rel+2    -.630 .716  .705      

Rel+3 .510    .697  .717      

Comp+1   .588  .509       .829 

Comp+2   .831  .565    .837    

Comp+3   .824  .569    .828    

Aut-1 .648     .593  .798     

Aut-2 .678     .526  .834     

Aut-3 .439 .483    .671  .524     

Rel-1     .620  .539    .676   

Rel-2    .770  .479    .769   

Rel-3  .543  .450  .623     .411  

Com-1  .776    .654     .856  

Com-2 .451     .612   -.460   .405 

Com-3  .822    .698     .800  

 



For the 2020 data, the eigenvalues factor analysis showed (see Table 2) four factors explaining 
49.8% of the variance, roughly Aut+/Aut-, Aut- en Comp+/Comp-, Rel+ and Rel-. The two-
factor analysis again, although in a less clear way, shows the split of satisfaction and frustration 
items with 35.9% explained variance. The six factor gives Aut+, Rel+, Comp+/Comp-, Aut-, 
Rel- and one rest factor and explains 53.9% of the variance. Cronbach alpha’s for all these 
factors were between .70 and .85 (after deletion of 1 factor in Rel- “I feel the relationships I 
have in this course are just superficial.”). 
 
Table 2: 2020 data pattern matrix, principal axis factoring with oblique rotation based on 
eigenvalues and two and six factors, factor loading < .4 not presented. Aut+ and aut- refer to 
the autonomy satisfaction and frustration in BPNSFS; same for Rel+, Rel-, Comp+ and Comp-. 
 

 Eigenvalues 2 factors 6 factors 

Factor→ 

↓Items 

1 2 3 4 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Aut+1  .492    .498      .406 

Aut+2  .438    .619  .789     

Aut+3  .420    .680  .743     

Aut+4  .611    .629       

Rel+1    -.666  .557    -.606   

Rel+2    -.690  .559    -.682   

Rel+3    -.872  .599    -.863   

Rel+4    -.644  .535    -.618   

Comp+1 -.779    -.581  -.797      

Comp+2 -.798    -.641  -.748      

Comp+3 -.737    -.518  -.754      

Comp+4 -.708    -.506  .565      

Aut-1  -.761    -.420   .773    

Aut-2  -.714       .706    

Aut-3   .428  .422        

Aut-4  -.771    -.446   .794    

Rel-1    .485  .458      .598  

Rel-2   .589  .502      .586  

Rel-3   .602  .602      .677  

Rel-4       -.766      

Comp-1 .601    .793  .402      

Comp-2 .419    .683      .581  

Comp-3 .434  .555  .810  .479      

Comp-4 .514  .406  .772       .406 

 
Table 3 provides correlations for the basic need scales for 2016 and 2020, respectively 

above and below the diagonal. 
 
 



Model prediction 
 
To answer the second research question RQ2, multiple stepwise regression analyses were 
performed, with basic needs variables as predictors, and motivation as dependent variable, to 
find out whether the inclusion of the basic needs frustration variables would increase the 
explained variance of motivation. In the first step of the analyses, only basic needs satisfaction 
variables were entered (Model 1 in Table 4), and in the second step, the basic need frustration 
variables were added (Model 2). Difference in explained variance (R2) was calculated. The 
results of these analyses are shown in Table 4. 
 

Table 3: Basic needs scale correlations. For 2016 (above diagonal), aut+ and aut- refer to 
the BPNW scales with the positively and negatively formulated satisfaction items; for 2020 

(below diagonal), aut+ and aut- refers to satisfaction and frustration in BPNSFS. 
 

Factor 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

1. Aut+ - .58** .45** -.07 -.16** -.21** 

2. Rel+ .42** - .35** .01 -.41** -.17** 

3. Comp+ .33** .22** - -.10* .01 -.08* 

4. Aut- -.50** -.21** -.24** - .31** .40** 

5. Rel- -.03 -.19** 
 

-.29** .35** - .44** 

6. Comp- -.07 
 

-.052 -.63** .35** 
 

.58** - 

 
Table 4: Summarized Results for Stepwise Regression Analysis for Predicting Motivation 

Variables with Basic Needs Variables. Model 1 = Aut+, Rel+, Comp+. Model 2 = Aut+, Rel+, 
Comp+, Aut-, Rel-, Comp-. 

 

   Model 1  Model 2   

Dependent Year       R2 F  R2 F  ΔR2 

Autonomous 2016  .39 115.12*  .39 186.7*  .00 

Introjected   .13 29.89*  .18 23.49*  .06 

Extrinsic   .06 13.93*  .22 29.30*  .16* 

Amotivation   .11 25.13*  .28 40.21*  .17* 

Autonomous 2020  .52 470 .3*  .56 181.6*  .04 

Amotivation   .20 55.9*  .35 76.1*  .15* 

Note: * p < 0.001 
 
 
The results show that the addition of basic needs frustration variables gave a significant 
increase in predictive power for extrinsic regulation and amotivation. The inclusion of these 
variables seems important, as the explained variances show a strong increase from Model 1 
to Model 2. 
 
 
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 



In order to give meaning to the two clearly separated factors in the two factor analysis in the 
BPNW in 2016, we elsewhere propose to interpret them as ‘satisfaction’ and ‘frustration’ 
(Gunter Bombaerts & Spahn, 2019), of course knowing that this instrument is not validated to 
measure basic need satisfaction and frustration. Nevertheless, items as “I felt pressured to do 
things in a certain way during the course.” (Aut1-) show a clear frustration aspect. Doing this, 
both the 2016 and 2020 clearly differentiated factors. As such, I can confirm the first research 
question that basic needs satisfactions and frustrations in the USE basic course confirm the 
asymmetrical pattern described in recent literature. I should note, however, that the BPNW that 
is not designed to measure frustration gives a more pronounced separation than the BPNSFS 
that is specifically designed to measure it. Secondly, the analysis also confirmed that basic 
needs frustrations add to the variance of more negatively oriented motivation types as extrinsic 
regulation and amotivation. This means that for researchers who are interested in controlled 
motivation (introjected and extrinsic regulation), or amotivation, the basic need frustration 
variables should be included in their analyses, as separate variables. 
 
I am aware this article has many limitations. First of all, the article is very exploratory. I do not 
use qualitative data to further understand how USE basic students experience their frustration, 
how students differ or show similarities, or how frustration changes. Furthermore, this article 
only uses two instruments of one motivation theory. As such, the article does not make a 
statement on motivation and frustration in general. A third limitation is the elaboration of 
existing literature of compensatory behaviour outside SDT. The only excuse I can bring in for 
these limitations is the paper length limitation, since they are all very important and need to be 
further elaborated. 
 
The current literature studies how students confronted with basic needs frustration try to 
actively compensate for frustrated needs, such as developing rigid behaviour patterns, 
developing contingent self-worth, oppositional defiance, the pursuit of need substitutes or need 
sacrificing (Vansteenkiste et al., 2020). This is what teachers experienced in the ethics and 
history of technology course. Students asked to do an ethical analysis of existing socio-
technical problem might experience difficulties with the openness of the assignment 
(Bombaerts et al., 2018; Bombaerts & Martin, 2019). They may compulsively hold on to specific 
routines that operate as scripts for the behaviour they imagine they need to do. Some students 
for example stick to technical engineering methods to solve a problem instead of using more 
social science methods in the hope they find temporal forseeableness, security or stability 
(Deci & Ryan, 2000). Students can develop contingent self-worth (Kernis, 2003). Resistance 
to engage in a non-technical course and in-group expressions of “use is useless” can be 
interpreted as signs of active compensation attempts to find a balance between the current, 
often more technical, view on engineering and the alternative views proposed in an ethics of 
technology course. This can lead even to oppositional defiance if this when students more 
publicly raise these concerns and try to use tutorials to find group support to escape from an 
experience of control (Koestner & Losier, 1996). A far less extreme and almost general reaction 
to basic need frustration is the shift from an intention for deep learning to surface learning  
(Marton & Säaljö, 1976) as a pursuit of need substitutes and need sacrificing (Holding et al., 
2020). 
 
Vansteenkiste et al. (2020) give several future directions for basic psychological need theory. 
Two avenues are of particular importance for this study. Firstly, as Vansteenkiste and 
Mouratidis (2016) illustrate, SDT should take need profiles and need trajectories into account. 
Course redesign will increase with better insights in clusters of students sharing a same basic 
psychological need, both satisfaction and frustration, when confronted with specific 
requirements from an engineering education course (Warburton et al., 2020). Gillet et al. (2019)  



showed considerable heterogeneity in need trajectories, illustrating the importance to be well 
aware how students might experience frustration during the course. A second avenue relevant 
for this study is that motivational research should inquire how individuals can learn to cope 
adaptively with need-frustrating experiences. Frustration in itself is not a bad thing. It can be a 
positive sign of a technical worldview being confronted with more complex socio-technical 
challenges. Waterschoot et al. (2020) for example showed the role of feedback to coping 
strategies using competence-relevant cues. Good feedback in Engineering Education 
(Bombaerts & Nickel, 2017; van Diggelen et al., 2019) can also shift students frustration and 
resilience to motivation and engagement.  
This opens a broad range of further questions for research and education beyond the scope 
of this article. Is there a difference between good, constructive and bad, destructive frustration? 
Should education steer toward constructive frustration for better learning or should it avoid this 
and only aim for satisfaction and intrinsic motivation? How to recognise and constructively use 
good frustration in engineering education?    
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